<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>DHH/BID/CHC Submission</th>
<th>Description of Changes</th>
<th>Reference to Bid Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

We received the following clarification request through official letter and email from the bidder: Our Response is as follows:

1. **Invitation for Bids:**
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

2. **Section II: Bid Data Sheet:**
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

3. **Invitation for Bids:**
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

4. **Invitation for Bids:**
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

5. **Invitation for Bids:**
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

6. **Invitation for Bids:**
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

7. **Invitation for Bids:**
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

8. **Invitation for Bids:**
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

9. **Invitation for Bids:**
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
   - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

10. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

11. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

12. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

13. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

14. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

15. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

16. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

17. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

18. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

19. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

20. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

21. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

22. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

23. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

24. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

25. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

26. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

27. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

28. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

29. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

30. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

31. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

32. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

33. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

34. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

35. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

36. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

37. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

38. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

39. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

40. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

41. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

42. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

43. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

44. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

45. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

46. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

47. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

48. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

49. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission

50. **Invitation for Bids:**
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission
    - Reference: DHH/BID/CHC Submission